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Abstract—Due to scientific progress the questions about the goal, the real object and the limits of science are being asked again. New values related with science appear too and enter into relations with the old values of science such as truth, good and beauty, causing confusion about what is important about science at all. The paper presents a view of science which tends to eliminate these problems and tensions. The view suggests treating science as a system – a system of knowledge and human actions, and investigating it using general system theory notions and categories. It is supposed to help us to determine the right relations between different values of science and to understand that science is not an isolated thing, but a totality which is not just a sum of its parts. The concept can be seen as a tool for dealing with certain problems within science and managing science.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Carefully observing the world one can easily notice that in the face of techno-scientific progress and as the answer for new social needs, various new branches of science are constantly being formed. They appear so suddenly, their development is so dynamic and their results so surprising or even shocking that the basic questions like: What science is supposed to serve for? In what manner? And within what limits? are brought out again. In fact, these questions are questions which methodology of science describes as questions about determinants of nature of science. The determinants are: the object, the method and the goal [1]. If, considering new circumstances in which science is now, we are asking questions about its determinants again, it seems there is a time to revise and re-define the determinants. Moreover, it is necessary to revise values related with science too, since different people expect different things from science. The problem with values is a problem of tension between different, sometimes opposite or contradictory values we associate with science. It seems that the biggest tension occurs between values such as truth – discovering exactly the same regularities, principles etc., and utility – a new value which is expected from science nowadays. Determining the right relation between these values and revising the determinants of nature of science are one of the most important tasks of philosophers of science nowadays. But the solution we will get depends first on how we understand science at all.

II. PROBLEMS ABOUT SCIENCE

There is a group of scientists and philosophers, like Evandro Agazzi, Mario Bunge, Fernando Broncano or Javier Echeverría, who believe that many problems we are dealing with in science nowadays could be solved and science could be well-managed if we consider it as a system. That is to say, if we start to understand science in the categories of Ludwig von Bertalanffy’s general system theory. Especially the issue of knowledge management using this point of view is widely accepted and promoted by various researchers and teachers [2]. Before we go into details about this idea, let us first underline what kind of problems, according to the authors, this idea could deal with when it comes to science. Though problems being mentioned are many, let us briefly recall just the basic ones. The author of the idea of system in general he proposed to treat science as a system and found various problems which could be seen by his successors mentioned above too.

He claimed, for instance, that nowadays the specialization of scientists has gone so far that each scientist is highly focused on his own (narrow) area only, without being actually aware of what his colleagues from other areas of science do and what their results are [3]. We could simply call it a lack of communication between specialists from different domains due to high specialization. It is too obvious to analyze what danger for the development of science this problem brings. Moreover, lack of communication or low communication between various branches of science is related with another problem – cooperation in between science [4]. Though we could think that scientific cooperation is doing pretty well, we need to consider that it is so mostly between branches which are close one to another. What about branches which are not? When there is no communication and no cooperation or their level is low, the integrity of science is in danger and that is another issue mentioned. As a result of above, it happens sometimes that the results obtained by one group of researchers are (unintentionally) doubled by the other group, discovering exactly the same regularities, principles etc., causing problems like waste of energy and resources – the unnecessary and unwanted thing in science [4]. As we can see, though the list could be much longer, there are many problems observed within science. According to systemic view thinkers this could be changed if we follow systemic way. How does it look like?

III. THE SYSTEM OF SCIENCE AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS

Having as a base the theory of Bertalanffy (perhaps yet
The model of the system of science, according to the authors, is a dynamic system model and only this kind of model is able to explain the complexity of the structure and functions of science. It is impossible to explain science through its interior structure’s analysis which is in fact just purely theoretic explanation showing interior relations. It is impossible because the system of science is based on feedback actions, thanks to which the system enters into relationships with its background and thanks to which it stimulates itself [13]. Thus, the system of science is always an active system, and its activity takes various forms. Obviously we cannot deny that to understand the system of science it is important and necessary to investigate its internal relations too. For full understanding it is not sufficient though. Interactions between the system and the background are too visible and too important for the system and its functioning to be omitted in the explanation.

IV. CONCLUSION

Treating science in categories described above, according to systemic view supporters, protects us from thinking as if science was something closed and isolated from the rest of the world, something which functions on his own rules only. The mistake of thinking this way could be seen, as thinkers like Agazzi and the others claim, in the thought of structuralists, analytical philosophers or neopragmatists. Systemic concept of science, on the other hand, allows us to see that science for sure is a certain totality, but not isolated, totality which should not be understood only as a sum of its parts either. It should be understood in relation to its goal, because the goal is the thing which determines science as such. And the goal of the science is to obtain strict, objective and reliable knowledge and to satisfy the needs of the society. Furthermore, it is extremely important that the system of science is a human system – it is made by people, through people and for people. This means that it is necessary to keep this system alive and keep it working well because this system keeps humanity alive. Since there is always a human factor that needs to be taken into account anytime we talk about science, there will always be a question of responsibility related with the process of making science and obtaining its goals since responsibility is always related with any human action. And here the keynote for systemic concept of science lies – the system of science is also a system of human actions, therefore it is always related with responsibility. But there is another thing related with human action – a value. Whenever there is a human action, values appear too [14]. And the question of values is one of the most problematic questions when it comes to science [15]. Systemic concept is supposed to deal with it. Let us have a quick view at the issue

According to thinkers like Agazzi, the systemic concept allows us to see that the real problem about values and science is not that we have to find the right order to put the values related with science (such as truth, good, beauty, freedom, progress, utility, etc.) on the value scale. We should rather “find the right place for these values through active optimization of their reciprocal complex relations” [16]. Systemic thinking about science not only makes us realize that but also helps us to obtain this optimization. In
simpler words, the systemic concept of science tends to investigate and optimize relationships between various values related with science to make them as helpful for obtaining the goal of science as possible.
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